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Next Steps

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR STORAGE NEEDS EASILY AND EFFICIENTLY
Rather than employing one of the more traditional offsite backup strategies, such as 
having tapes couriered to an off-site location, we can get your valuable backup data 
into the cloud — which can be a more reliable, lower-cost and secure storage solution. 
Microsoft Azure has become an increasingly attractive option for organizations to 
offload their storage to the cloud. For backup solutions that support cloud storage, 
Azure is becoming the right cloud solution for more and more enterprises because 
Azure provides unlimited, low-cost storage capacity. Azure provides relief from the 
continuous need to purchase additional storage devices. Additionally, depending on 
your requirements, you have multiple replication options for your Azure storage to 
ensure your desired level of redundancy.

WHAT CAN CDW DO FOR ME?
CDW will assist your organization in enabling Microsoft Azure Storage as an offsite 
repository for backups. 

A highly skilled CDW engineer will interview various stakeholders during the 
information-gathering stage of this remote service. We will create and configure 
recovery vaults. If a blob storage account is required, we will create that, too. When 
the engagement is complete, an Azure Storage environment will be available for 
connecting to your backup solution. 

This engagement is limited in scope and does not include configuration of your backup 
solution or the migration of any data to Azure Storage. If your environment demands 
a more complex solution, our Professional Services team can deliver it through a 
custom statement of work.  

This engagement is for customers who have already established their Azure account/
subscription and are ready for storage configuration. If the Azure environment has 
not been established, CDW can assist with that configuration through either Azure 
Onboarding or the Azure Basic Jumpstart engagement.

THE BENEFITS
• Azure Storage is highly scalable and can keep pace with your growing data needs

• Ensure that Azure Storage is deployed and configured according to best practices 

• Achieve peace of mind knowing your data is automatically replicated to protect 
against unexpected hardware failures

• Reduce capital expenses by ending the need to add storage infrastructure to 
support business demands

To learn more about CDW’s 
Microsoft Azure services, 
contact your CDW account 
manager or call 800.800.4239.

WHY CDW?
CDW is uniquely qualified to 
design IT solutions that remove 
complexity and unnecessary 
costs from your organization. Our 
experts become part of your team 
providing the support you need, 
when and where you need it. 
We can help you navigate 
Microsoft’s robust array of 
solution offerings, including 
Microsoft Azure Storage. CDW 
is an end-to-end provider of 
cloud applications, solutions and 
services in public, private and 
hybrid cloud environments. Based 
on your business demands, we can 
help you plan, deliver and manage 
a flexible cloud solution tailored 
to your needs. We offer best-of-
breed providers, risk mitigation 
strategies and dedicated, 
personalized expertise to deliver 
economic and operational 
benefits. 
We get Microsoft Azure. And we 
can share our knowledge with you, 
so your organization can spend 
less time managing software and 
more time putting it to work.
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